UNSOIICITED GIFT
Another angle from which to let the dividing knife fall, may
well be between the curious and the incurious.   The curious must
not be taken, in this sense, to mean the inquisitive.   The curious
'    are really those who are alive and constantly renewing wonder,
* . and the incurious are those who accept what comes along without
question or gratitude, and they might as well be dead.   But the
curious remain alive till the moment of death, and for all we know,
for ever afterwards.
Sometimes I should divide the world into those who like noise
and those who love quiet.
It would seem rational that law and order, government and
public opinion as well as sympathy, should be fastened on the side
of those who love quiet;  for quiet (I cannot help this truism)
can be enjoyed quietly;   it blesses him that gives and him that
takes.   But noise hits us blindly and aggressively;  it bludgeons
the ears of everyone in its neighbourhood; and in the outer peri-
meter, where it has ceased to bludgeon, it plucks intermittently,
banjo fashion, at one's aural consciousness.   The simple thing that
must be said about the noise-makers is that they couldn't care less;
yet ninety-nine times out of a hundred they are not active sadists;
quite possibly it may not increase their pleasure in noise to know
mat those who love quiet are being tortured.   They just make a
noise. They are, I hate to believe and do believe, in a large majority.
So for the rest of us there is no escape and no redress.  They assault
us with their noise, but you cannot assault them with quiet.  You
can attack with a pneumatic drill but not with a benison.   And
thus they are the constant murderers of goodwill;   we need a
pause of quiet to remember where we put that goodwill after we
last used it.
And law and order, government and landlord, public opinion
and sympathy and modern invention, are all on die side of die
noise-monger. There is an idea that a liking for noise argues
cheerfulness and good health, a sane mind in a sane body; and
that those who pray for quiet (and widi intention, I use the word
pray) must be hypersensitive^ anti-social, neurotic, superior,
wet-blankets and spoil-sports, and ^f they want to live in a padded
cell, let them!
Certainly they are fitting us for a padded cell, but apart from
that, we may reverse dieir unthinking indictment. People who
love quiet are self-sufficient and therefore un-neurotic; they can
bear to think, and do not have to arrange for die drowning of
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